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From the Principal ’s Desk
Hari Om!
An institution does not grow old, but the ripples of thoughts of the past remembering all the
galaxy of august men and women who had carefully nurtured the tiny sapling and provided a
very conducive
atmosphere for its growth pulsate in every heart. Shouldering the responsibility of taking the Vidyalaya forward on the path of progress and achievement has been an enduring journey with all efforts pooled in to achieve excellence which is the result of vision, planning
and commitment.
As educators of children their future lies in our hands. In a country with such rich diversity
of youth we cannot underestimate the importance of value based education which goes beyond
academics. So we aim at empowering the children to face the challenges that come in their life’s
journey.
Gurudev said, “Success in life lies in one’s bosom, not in the world outside.” The Vidyalaya offers a platform for the
students to spread their wings of discovery, learning, ambition and courage to soar higher and break new grounds. In the proc ess of
soaring high you have to keep focussed on personal values so as to develop into a wholesome human being. Let the values and
ethics imbibed from the Chinmaya culture be the compass and light in the journey forward. Follow the dreams of the great
visionaries and embrace your integrity and do things which you feel are correct.
To quote our former President A.P.J. Abdul Kalam, “Dreams transform into thoughts and thoughts result in action.”
Without a clear goal we cannot move forward. A vision should guide us. The nectar of the past empowers us to surge ahead with
renewed hope and vigour to face a brave new tomorrow. And the rejuvenating energy behind all this is our Param Pujya Gurudev –
Swami Chinmayananda. Unto Him Our Best.

From the Principal ’s Desk II

Hari Om!
Gurudev’s vision of character moulding and personality development as a mark of true
education integrates the Chinmaya Vidyalayas into schools with a tangible and lasting
difference. Wallowing in the glory of the Golden jubilee of the vidyalaya we feel proud to say
that we are marching on steadily to attain the lofty goals that he set before us which has left
its indelible mark, dipped in ideals, peppered with seamless efforts and missionary zeal. With
Gods grace and Pujya Gurudev’s blessings, may we act and serve in such a way to achieve the
synergy of excellence and legacy that will endure and flourish in the years to come.

Swamiji says- ”It is His work: it will succeed even without our effort! Let us now
confidently work, light in heart…..joyously, dancingly, tirelessly. Get drunk with
work.”
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Snippets of Golden Jubilee Celebration

Golden Jubilee function inaugurated by Swami Tejomayananda

Proclamatory rally

Inauguration of Dhyan Mandir

Choral symphony by teachers

Unveiling of Logo

Reminiscences of Gurudev’s life
through Photo exhibition

Symposium on changing trends in

Snap of Reverence for the

education

teachers by Alumni

Valedictory Function

Swami Swaroopananda sanctified
the function

Releasing Coffee table book of CVV
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Swamiji’s visit to school

Portraying C V P envisaged by Poojya Gurudev

Concern to Fraternity

Food packet distribution

Donating study materials to Cottonhill HSS, Oolempara U P School
and the inmates of Ananthasai orphanage

“We make a life by what we give”

An amount of 30 lakhs handed over by the Principals from
CEC & C Trust to Kerala CM’s flood relief fund

A helping hand to our sister concern

Green Our Way

World Environment Day

Cleaning drive at Kunnukuzhy ward
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Scouts and Guides activity on
Gandhi Jayanthi

Upholding Tradition

Gurupoornima celebration

Guruvandanam by students of
STD: X

Navarathripuja celebration

Interaction with students by Br. Ananda Chaithanya and Swami Nirbhayananda

Mathrupooja

Infusing Patriotic Zeal

Independence day Celebration Parade by Scouts and Guides

Visit to Rotary school and distribution
of flag and sweets

Kargil Vijay Diwas-Students paid tribute Talk by Col . Chandra Mohan
to Martyr Shiju Kumar

on Kargil Vijay Diwas
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Republic day Celebration

Meet Your Soul

Teaming Up

FIFA World cup celebration

An

International Yoga Day

Sports Day

investment in knowledge pays the best interest

Magazine release

English Fest

Visit to Botanical garden and techno park

Science and Maths exhibition

Literary Quiz

Hindi Day Celebration

Wanderlust - Explore the World
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Alimente-les

Talents - Together we make a difference
DAKSHA - 2018

Euphony

Spectra (Play with colours)

Jayathi Bharathi

Paattu petti

Aardra Keli

Overall trophy winners

Kindle the vision (Quiz competition)

The Youth – The Hope of Our Future
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Majestic Addition

Achievements

Galore

A+ winners of SSLC

A+ winners of HSE

Clear eyes, full hearts,
can’t lose

Nanma , Nalla Padam Awards

Abhijith K C –First prize
winner in badminton
Rahul R S - Third prize
winner in badminton
(Khel Milan)

“Praise youth and it will prosper.”- Irish proverb

State level youth festival first prize winners
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Guest of Honour

CVV in News

Adieu

with love

Smt. Kala Devi S, Music teacher
(Retires after completing 34
successful musical years)
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